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Abstract
The crowdsourcing is considered as a new problem solving method using outside agents. In the crowdsourcing market, contractees announce their tasks,
and then each of contractors chooses a task and reports the result if he/she
completed the task. The contractee receiving reports from the contractors selects the best solution, and then pays reward to the contractor who reported
the best solution.
However, there is not enough accumulation of knowledge about the operation
and the management of the crowdsourcing market because of the novelty. When
contractors are interested in their own utility, they select tasks selﬁshly and
may gather the speciﬁc task. As a result, the allocation of tasks might be
ineﬃcient. If the impact of the property of tasks and the type of contractors on
the social eﬃciency is revealed, we can get the guideline for dealing of tasks in
the crowdsourcing market, and build a new problem solving mechanism based
on the knowledge.
This paper considers the mechanism of crowdsourcing, and analyzes the
social eﬃciency of it. Issues in the analysis of the social eﬃciency are listed as
follows.
Modeling of the task allocation in the crowdsourcing market In many
researches of resource allocation, it is assumed that each agent strategically reports its information, and discuss the determination mechanism of
the allocation calculated by the reported information. Meanwhile in crowdsourcing, there is no top-down allocation because contractors autonomously
select the task and carry it out. Therefore, we need to build a new model
focusing on the strategic task selection.
Analysis of the social eﬃciency as a market In crowdsourcing market,
the probability of successfully completing tasks becomes high and the social
surplus is expected to be improved because tasks are carried out in parallel
by contractors. However, the social ineﬃciency is also conceivable because
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too many contractors might carry out the speciﬁc task. we need to know
the impact of the asymmetry of tasks and the asymmetry of contractors on
the eﬃciency as task allocation mechanism.
To solve the above issues, this paper formalizes the strategic task selection of
contractors in crowdsourcing based on the congestion game. This paper deﬁnes
the surplus ratio as the ratio between the social surplus in equilibrium and the
optimal social surplus, and analyzes what extend the surplus ratio declines.
This paper approaches the social eﬃciency analyses through two methods: one
is the analysis of average impact of the asymmetry of tasks or contractors, and
the other is that in the worst case of crowdsourcing models.
The contributions of this research are as follows.
Eﬃciency analyses in the case of asymmetric tasks and contractors
It is suﬃcient to analyze the surplus ratio for each combination of task allocations if the pure Nash equilibrium exists. This paper showed that a
crowdsourcing with single type contractors had at least one pure Nash
equilibrium, and that it was possible to generate an algorithm ﬁnding pure
Nash equilibrium in the case of two tasks and two types, and so on. This
paper analyzed the class having pure Nash equilibrium from these results,
and revealed the parameter-dependent impact on the surplus ratio.
Theoretical analyses in the worst case equilibrium Previous congestion
games assume that the amount of cost monotonically increases with the
number of players, that is, the social surplus monotonically decreases. However, it might increase in crowdsourcing market because mass participation
of contractors might boost the probability of successfully completing the
tasks. This paper considers a crowdsourcing model as a new congestion
model, and theoretically analyzes the eﬃciency in the worst case equilibrium. This paper showed that the social surplus in the worst case equilibrium was higher than half of the optimal social surplus in the restricted
version of crowdsourcing game by applying ”valid games”.
The above contributions gave us a useful guideline on building a new problem
solving market by crowdsourcing, and gave us a basic knowledge for designing
an eﬃcient task allocation mechanism in the future.
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クラウドソーシングによる問題解決手法の
タスク請負者に関する均衡分析
畠中 将徳
内容梗概
近年，Web を利用したクラウドソーシングという仕組みが注目を集めている．
クラウドソーシングでは，タスクの依頼者が Web を通じてタスクの詳細や成功
報酬を公開し，Web にアクセス可能な請負者が，提示されたタスクの中から自
律的にタスクを選択，実行する．そして，個々の請負者はタスクの実行結果を
依頼者に報告し，依頼者は最適の解を提示した請負者に報酬を支払う．
しかしながら，クラウドソーシングという仕組みは新しく，その効率性に関
して十分な知見が得られていない．例えば，請負者が自分の効用のみに関心が
ある場合を想定すると，請負者の利己的なタスク選択により，特定のタスクに請
負者が集中し，効率的なタスク割当が行われない可能性が考えられる．タスク
の性質や請負者の能力による効率性への影響が明らかであれば，クラウドソー
シングを用いて新たな問題解決市場を構築する際に，扱うタスクの性質に関す
るガイドラインを与えることが出来る．そこで，本研究では，クラウドソーシ
ングのメカニズム自体に着目し，その社会的効率性について分析することを目
的とする．クラウドソーシングの社会的効率性を分析する上では，次のような
課題がある．
クラウドソーシングにおけるタスク割当のモデリング

オークションなどの多

くの競争的割当問題のモデルでは，タスクの請負者が自分の能力などにつ
いて何らかの情報提示を行い，それに基づく割当の決定方法について議論
している．一方クラウドソーシングでは，請負者が自律的にタスクを選択，
実行するため，トップダウンの割当が行われるわけではない．したがって，
請負者の戦略的なタスク選択行動を考慮したモデルを構築する必要がある．
クラウドソーシングの市場としての社会的効率性

クラウドソーシングでは，複

数の請負者によって並行にタスクが実行されるため，タスクの成功確率が
高くなり，より高い社会的余剰が得られることが期待される．しかしなが
ら，市場全体の効率性を考えると，特定のタスクへの過剰参入による非効
率が起こっている可能性が想定できる．そこで，市場に存在するタスクの
非対称性や，個々の請負者の能力の非対称性と，タスク割当の効率性の関
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係について分析する必要がある．
以上の課題を解決するために，本研究では，クラウドソーシングにおける請
負者の戦略的タスク選択行動を，混雑ゲームに基づき定式化する．本研究では，
ナッシュ均衡における社会的余剰と，トップダウンに最適割当を計算したとき
の社会的余剰の比率を余剰比として定義し，どの程度低下するのかについての
考察を行う．また，タスクや請負者の非対称性が均衡における効率性に与える
平均的な影響の解析と，メカニズムとしての最悪ケースにおける効率性の解析
という 2 つのアプローチを用いる．
本研究における主な貢献は次の 2 点である．
非対称なタスクや請負者が効率性に与える影響の解析

もし純粋ナッシュ均衡

が存在するならば，各タスクに対する割当の組み合わせだけ計算すればよ
いことになる．そこでまず，クラウドソーシングモデルにおける純粋ナッ
シュ均衡の存在可能性について解析を行った．結果として，請負者のタイ
プが単一の場合には，必ず純粋ナッシュ均衡が存在すること，また，2 タス
ク，2 タイプという限定的な場合には，純粋ナッシュ均衡を発見するアルゴ
リズムが生成できること等を示した．これらの結果に基づき，実際に純粋
ナッシュ均衡が存在するクラスの問題を解析し，各パラメータの変化によ
る余剰比への影響を明らかにした．
最悪ケースの均衡における効率性の理論的解析

均衡が複数存在するような場

合，実社会では，どの均衡が実現されるのかは未知である．従来の混雑ゲー
ムでは，費用の総和が参加人数に対して単調増加，つまり，余剰の総和が
単調減少であることを仮定していたが，クラウドソーシングでは，多くの
請負者が参加することにより，タスク成功の可能性が高くなる可能性があ
る．効率性を理論的に保証するために，本研究では，クラウドソーシング
モデルを新たな混雑ゲームのモデルであると想定し，最悪ケースの均衡に
おける効率性について理論的な解析を行った．本研究では，既存の枠組み
である「妥当ゲーム」の考え方を応用することで，クラスを限定したクラ
ウドソーシングゲームにおいて，均衡における社会的余剰が，最適な社会
的余剰の半分より大きくなることを示した．
上記 2 点の貢献により，クラウドソーシングを用いた新たな問題解決市場の構
築における有用なガイドラインを得ると共に，将来より効率的なタスク割当方
式の設計を行うための基礎的な知見が得られた．
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Chapter 1

Introduction

So far, activities such as R & D, marketing are closed to an organization. According to the development of information networks, we can ﬁnd these activities
are done by peoples co-creation through huge information network beyond the
boundary of the organizations. One of these activity is crowdsourcing.
Howe deﬁned crowdsourcing as the act of taking a job traditionally performed by a designated agent (usually an employee) and outsourcing it to an
undeﬁned, generally large group of people in the form of an open call[1]．Notable
examples of the model include InnoCentive and Amazon Mechanical Turk. InnoCentive1) is a global, online marketplace where organizations in need of innovation including companies, academic institutions, public sector, and non-proﬁt
organizations can utilize a global network of over 160,000 of the world-wide
problem solvers. Amazon Mechanical Turk2) is a crowdsourcing marketplace
that enables computer programs to co-ordinate the use of human intelligence
to perform tasks which computers are unable to do.

Figure 1: Model of Crowdsourcing Market
Consider the merit of utilizing crowdsourcing market compared to existing outsourcing market. The diﬀerence of task allocation mechanism between
existing outsourcing and crowdsourcing is shown as Figure 1. In the existing
outsourcing, tasks are allocated to contractors with high capabilities by con1)
2)

http://www.innocentive.com/
https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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tractees. This is top-down allocation system. It is costful for contractees to
evaluate many contractors. Contractees usually select some of potential contractors, evaluate them, allocate the task to the most eﬃcient contractor, and
pay the contractor. However, the probability of successfully completing a task
increases when some contractors carry it out in parallel. It is more eﬃcient
for contractees to allocate a task which is valuable and low incurred cost. In
crowdsourcing market, we can expect to realize more satisfactory task allocation because contractors autonomously select the task and they carry it out in
parallel.
Crowdsourcing is promising as a new method for a problem solving. However, the social eﬃciency of it is questionable. If contractors behave selﬁshly,
numinous number of contractors may carry out the speciﬁc task. Thus, eﬃcient task allocations may be not realized. Furthermore, suﬃcient knowledge
about its operation has not been accumulated. For example, how contractor’s
task selection and the payment method aﬀect the contractor’s incentive and
the social eﬃciency in the problem solving is not clear. There is a critique that
contractees and contractors are interested in their own utility and they are not
interested in social eﬃciency. However, if its problem solving method is socially
ineﬃcient, crowdsourcing itself cannot become a persistent service. Thus, the
viewpoint of social eﬃciency is important. If we understand the impact of the
diﬀerence of tasks or that of contractors’ abilities on the social eﬃciency, we can
get the guideline for dealing of tasks in the crowdsourcing market, and build a
new problem solving mechanism based on the knowledge. Therefore, it is quite
important to understand the crowdsourcing from the viewpoint of mechanism
design.
This research investigates a task allocation method used in InnoCentive and
examines its social eﬃciency. In InnoCentive, a contractee announces the research problem, then contractors in the network try to solve the problem. They
report the results if they can obtain solutions. The contractee examines these
reports, select the best solution, and then pay reward to the contractor who reported the best solution. If the contractee does not satisfy any reports, the contractee does not have to pay anything. That is, the contractors autonomously
2

select the task to tackle. This is diﬀerent from traditional task allocation methods that the contractee evaluates the contractors’ ability and selects the best
contractor. Therefore, economics incentive of contractors should be examined
in the diﬀerent way from the existing studies about task allocation methods.
An auction might be considered as an eﬃcient method for this task allocation problem. However, an auction seems diﬃcult to ﬁnd an eﬃcient task
allocation because of the nature of crowdsourcing. In crowdsourcing the contractee is not asked to pay more than pre-speciﬁed payment at the beginning.
Even if more than one contractors ﬁnd solutions, the contractor is suﬃcient to
pay reward only to the contractor who reported the best solution, that is, is
not required to pay reward to all the contractors who reported solutions. In
addition, a contractee prefers that his/her task is chosen by as many contractors as possible because it increases the probability to ﬁnd the better solution.
Thus, the contractee does not have an incentive to limit the number of contractors. On the other hand, a contractor prefers trying to complete a task to
doing nothing if it gives a positive expected utility. Thus, a contractor does not
have an incentive to stop trying to complete the task in order to maximize the
social surplus. Therefore, employing an auction seems diﬃcult to ﬁnd an eﬃcient agent allocation. Employing Gale-Shapley algorithm[2] might be possible
if we consider the crowdsourcing as a two-sided matching between tasks and
contractors. However, it seems diﬃcult to apply because of the same reason
as an auction. Therefore, we need to analyze the mechanism of crowdsourcing
with diﬀerent model from existing auctions or two-sided matching mechanisms.
I suppose that contractors in the crowdsourcing market choose the task considering the trade-oﬀ between the expected reward for carrying out the task and
the incurred cost. Researchers in traﬃc network ﬁelds analyze the equilibrium
of networks with the congestion game model, so the same approach seems to be
applicable to the problem of crowdsourcing.
This paper formalizes the strategic task selection of contractors in crowdsourcing based on the congestion game. Researches of congestion game models
mainly refer the existence of pure Nash equilibrium or the eﬃciency in the worst
case equilibrium. This paper deﬁnes the surplus ratio as the ratio between the
3

social surplus in equilibrium and the optimal social surplus, and analyzes what
extend the surplus ratio declines. This paper approaches the social eﬃciency
analyses through two methods: one is the analysis of average impact of the
asymmetry of tasks or contractors, and the other is that in the worst case of
crowdsourcing models.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. First, in Chapter 2, this paper
refers the related works about congestion games and equilibrium analyses. In
Chapter 3, this paper describes the crowdsourcing model for rigorous discussion, and formalizes it as a crowdsourcing game. If the pure Nash equilibrium
always exists in crowdsourcing games, it is suﬃcient to evaluate only for each
combination of task allocations. Thus, this paper ﬁrst examines the existence
of pure Nash equilibrium in crowdsourcing games in Chapter 4. From those results, the average impact of the property of contractors and tasks on the social
eﬃciency about the class having pure Nash equilibrium is analyzed in Chapter
5 and Chapter 6. Chapter 5 considers single type of contractors, while multiple
types of contractors are considered in Chapter 6. This paper also analyzes the
worst case equilibrium of crowdsourcing models, which is called the price of
anarchy, in Chapter 7, and concludes in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Related Works

In this chapter, I will describe some previous works related to the congestion
games or eﬃciency analyses.

2.1

Congestion games

Congestion game models have been actively studied in traﬃc research and communication network research. The beginning of this research was the seminal
work by Rosenthal and they proposed the class having pure Nash equilibrium[3].
The basic model is described as follows. A set of m facilities and a set of n
players exist, and the cost functions is deﬁned as cmj (nmj ). The cost function
is a monotonically increasing function as the number of players who select the
same facility mj . Which facility players choose is their strategy. Let si be the
facility chosen by player i, and Let s = (s1 , s2 , ..., sn ) be a proﬁle of all players’
strategies. a proﬁle s is pure Nash equilibrium if and only if the following
inequality is satisﬁed for all players.
csi (nsi ) ≤ cs′i (ns′i + 1), ∀s′i ̸= si
Rosenthal proved that this class of game always has pure Nash equilibrium.
In fact, the process in which each player repeatedly choose the facility which
minimize his/her cost converges the pure Nash equilibrium.
In the ﬁeld of congestion game, some extensions are discussed. Fotakis, et
al. studies weighted congestion games in which each player is weighted about
the cost function[4]. They show that the pure Nash equilibrium also exists in
singleton weighted congestion games, in which each player is allowed to choose
only one facility. Milchtaich studies the player-speciﬁc congestion game in which
each player has diﬀerent cost function about the same facility. The diﬀerence
between these models and the crowdsourcing model is described at length in
later section.
There are few researches about application of the congestion game to the task
allocation mechanism. One of the examples is the formalization of a wireless
network caching problem as the market sharing game, which is the special case
5

of congestion game[5]. In the market sharing game, there are some markets
and players, and players choose the most proﬁtable market. The whole proﬁt
of each market is given, so players in the same market share the proﬁt equally.
However, this model does not assume the failure of players in the market and
the asymmetry of players. In a crowdsourcing market, contractors might fail to
complete tasks, and they might have diﬀerent probabilities of success for tasks.
Therefore, this model is insuﬃcient to analyze the eﬃciency of crowdsourcing.

2.2

Eﬃciency analyses

A previous research about eﬃciency of crowdsourcing mechanism is formalization of it as one of special auctions. Dipalantino, et al. consider the crowdsourcing as the all-pay auctions, and analyze it as a system of competitive contests[6].
They discuss the relation between reward and participation rate. It gives us the
guideline about the setting of rewards. However, this paper discusses the social
eﬃciency of the crowdsourcing as a task allocation system. It is diﬀerent from
their discussions.
Crowdsourcing mechanism is closely related to the fault tolerant mechanism
in that the realization of the eﬃcient allocation and the high probability of success for the task. Zhao, et al. discuss caching mechanisms in order to guarantee
the fault tolerance of data or services in the information network[7]. They discuss how to maintain the high probability of service providing. However, they
do not deal with strategic actions of agents. Porter, et al. study about resource
allocation mechanisms in which they consider not only the execution cost of
each agent, but also the success probability of tasks[8]. They deal with the individual rationality of agents, and discuss the mechanism to maximize the social
surplus. However, they assume that a centric designer aggregates information
about agents, and determine the resource allocation. They discuss mechanisms
in which agents are honest and report their types. In the crowdsourcing, contractors autonomously select tasks. They don’t need to report their types, so
top-down assignment by contractees are not carried out. Therefore, we must
deal with more distributed resource allocation problems. In crowdsourcing, the
same tasks can be allocated more than two contractors in parallel unlike to the
6

fault tolerant mechanism.
Stemming from research of Arrow, et al.[9], various models about allocation of resources for invention have been studied in the ﬁeld of microeconomics. Barzel points out the possibility of overinvestment by the tragedy of
commons[10]. Gilbert and Newbery insist in their paper that the investment
for invention have the role as a strategy for preventing new entry. However,
they deal with models in oligopoly situation by a few contractors, and discuss
the rational expenditures for invention. This research considers that large indeﬁnite numbers of contractors exist, and focus on the eﬃciency by contractors’
decision making processes in selecting tasks. Therefore, it is diﬀerent from the
analysis of deciding the amount of investments for invention.
The ”price of anarchy” of the class of congestion game have been actively
studied about the eﬃciency of the model. The price of anarchy is deﬁned as
the ratio between the optimal value of the social utility function and the value
in the worst case equilibrium.
There are two main models in congestion game ﬁelds which is diﬀerent from
the deﬁnition of the social utility function.
One is called the KP model[11]. The KP model has considered a simple
network consisting of m parallel links, from source to destination; each link
bears a capacity . Selﬁsh traﬃc is modeled as a ﬁnite collection of users, each
bearing an unsplittable traﬃc, and shipping it using a mixed strategy. In a
Nash equilibrium, no expected individual cost can be unilaterally decreased.
The social utility function is the expectation of the maximum amount of cost
for each link; the optimum is the least possible maximum link. KP model is
mainly utilized as the computational resource allocation model, in which each
computational resource has diﬀerent capability of computation.
The other is called the W model by Wardrop[12]. The W model has considered arbitrary multicommodity networks (that is, networks with multiple
sources and destinations), with a cost function for each link. Selﬁsh traﬃc is
modeled as a splittable ﬂow. The individual cost for a path (from source to
destination), is the sum of the costs incurred on its links. In a Wardrop equilibrium, all (used) paths have the same individual cost. In the W model, players
7

may be thought of as (inﬁnitely many) non-atomic entities, each carrying inﬁnitesimal traﬃc. The social utility function is the sum of individual costs.
The optimum is the least possible, over all ﬂows, sum of costs. Roughgarden
discusses the selﬁsh routing of agents in the network routing[13]. The ratio between the cost of equilibrium ﬂows and that of an optimal ﬂow are evaluated in
this ﬁeld. However, in the area of resource allocation systems by crowdsourcing,
the comparison between the optimal allocation and the allocation in equilibrium
has not been discussed.
This paper assumes that tasks are independent, so it is reasonable to consider
the crowdsourcing as a simple network consisting of m parallel links such as the
KP model. However, we are interested in the social eﬃciency of crowdsourcing,
so it is also reasonable to consider the social utility function as the sum of
participants’ utilities as evaluated in the W model. Recently, the hybrid model
was studied[14][15]. However, they and these models mentioned above evaluate
the eﬃciency about the costs.
In the crowdsourcing market, the contractor will not participate if the expected reward of the task is lower than the cost. Therefore, we cannot apply
the discussion of the eﬃciency about the costs directly to the discussion of the
eﬃciency in the crowdsourcing market. In addition, previous congestion game
models assume only the case in which the sum of costs increases as the number
of players increases, while the crowdsourcing assumes that the sum of expected
utilities can increase as the number of players increases because of the increment
of the probability of successfully completing the task.
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Chapter 3

Model

In this chapter, I will present a formal model to enable rigorous discussion. The
concept model that we assume in this paper is shown as Figure 2.

Figure 2: Model of Crowdsourcing Market
In a crowdsourcing market, there exist a contractee R, n contractors {Ak },
and a marketplace operator M . The contractee has tasks tj (j = 1, · · · , l).
This paper focuses on investigating contractors’ behaviors. Thus, assuming a
single contractee is suﬃcient for discussions. If task tj is successfully completed
by the contractor, the contractee enjoys the utility of vj . Completing each
task is independent from completing the other tasks. This paper assumes that
rj (0 ≤ rj ≤ vj ) is announced as the amount of reward for completing task tj
before a deadline to report the result. This means that the amount of reward is
given and no strategic manipulation on it is assumed. For the sake of simplicity,
I assume that vj = rj in the following sections, and utilize the uniﬁed notation
vj ．A market operator is assumed to be interested in maximizing social surplus.
9

On the other hand, contractors are characterized as type θi (i = 1, · · · , m).
A contractor Ak ’s type is denoted by typeof (Ak ). If a contractor of type θi
chooses task tj , he/she can successfully complete the task with a probability
of ϕij (0 ≤ ϕij ≤ 1), incurs the cost of cij (cij ≥ 0). It may happens that if a
contractor invests more resources, which incurs a larger cost, the probability of
success ϕij increases. However, this paper assumes that the amount of cost is
a constant value of cij if the type of the contractor θi and task tj are given. In
addition, this paper assumes that a contractor of type θi knows its probability
of success ϕij and its cost of cij . It may be also considered that a contractor
gain a private value by carrying out a task. Creators in iStockPhoto market1)
and programmers in TopCoder market2) are the real-world example because
they are able to train their skills throughout the participation for the crowdsourcing market. However, the private value is not more than the incurred cost
in general cases. In addition, this paper will discuss the one-stop situation of
the crowdsourcing, that is, the incurred cost and the private value are usually
independent on whether the task is completed or not. Hence, this paper doesn’t
assume the private value.
The protocol in crowdsourcing market is shown as Figure 3. The following
procedure is utilized.
(Step 1) a contractee registers his/her tasks with its detailed description including deadline and an amount of reward.
(Step 2) a market operator announces the registered tasks to contractors.
(Step 3) contractors choose their task to be tackled. Here, we assume that
contractors randomly come to the market and choose a task. This paper
assumes that a contractor choose a single task to make a discussion simple.
(Step 4) a contactor reports its result of the completed task to the contractee.
(Step 5) a contractee selects the best report and pay reward of rj to the
contractor who reported the best one. If more than one best reports exist,
a contractee chooses one among them by using a pre-speciﬁed method such
as choosing at random, choosing the earliest one.
1)
2)

http://www.istockphoto.com/
http://www.topcoder.com/
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Figure 3: The protocol in crowdsourcing market
I present the above model in strategic form of game, which is called ”crowdsourcing game”, in order to discuss the Nash equilibrium in later section. The
selectable strategy set of each contractor Ak is denoted by Sk = {{tj } ∪ ∅}. ∅
represents that the contractor doesn’t choose any tasks. When each contractor
chooses sk ∈ Sk , the tuple of all contractors’ strategy is denoted by s = {sk }.
I deﬁne the function nij (s) as the number of contractors whose type is θi and
task is tj in the strategy tuple s. In addition, I utilize the following special
notations which are frequently used in game theoretical discussions.
• s−k = (s1 , ..., sk−1 , sk+1 , ..., sn )

11

′

′

• (sk , s−k ) = (s1 , ..., sk−1 , sk , sk+1 , ..., sn )
If a contractor Ak of type θi chooses task tj in the strategy tuple s, his/her
expected utility uθi (s) is deﬁned as follows.
uθi (tj , s−k ) = vj σij − cij
where σij represents the probability of becoming a winner among contractors
choosing task tj . the value of σij depends on the contractors’ probability of
success and the number of participants for the task. Individual rationality
holds if the expected utility of each contractor is larger than zero or equal to
zero.
In this research, social surplus is calculated as the sum of all participants’
expected utilities. This paper assumes that a contractee pays reward of rj that
is equal to his/her valuation of completing task tj . Thus, the contractee’s utility
is equal to zero whether the task is succeeded or failed. The market operator’s
utility is also equal to be zero. Therefore, social surplus γ(s) can be calculated
as the sum of the expected utility of all the contractors. That is,
γ(s) =

l
∑

∑

typeof (Ak )

uj

j Ak :sk =tj

The social surplus can be calculated as the sum of the expected surplus of task tj
as well. The probability of completing task tj after the allocation of contractors
is determined is denoted by pj .
Here, I explain the diﬀerence of three probabilities ϕij , σij , pj , and the relationship. First, ϕij represents the ability of contractors, and is given by the
constant value in this paper. Next, σij represents the winning probability when
the type θi ’s contractor carry out the task tj , depends on the probabilities of
success of other types of contractors and the number of contractors who carry
out the task, and is denoted by the function such that σij ({ϕi j}i , {ni j}i ). And
pj represents the probability of successfully completing the task tj , denoted by
the following expression.
pj = 1 −

∏

(1 − ϕtypeof (Ak )j )

Ak :sk =tj
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pj also represents the sum of the winning probability about task tj , that is,
pj =

∑

Ak :sk =tj

σtypeof (Ak )j .

This paper introduces a surplus ratio R to measure social ineﬃciency. The
surplus ratio is calculated by dividing social surplus in an equilibrium allocation
by social surplus in an optimal allocation.
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Chapter 4

The Pure Nash Equilibrium

This chapter will describe the property of Nash equilibrium in crowdsourcing
games. Generally speaking, there are two types of Nash equilibrium; one is the
pure Nash equilibrium and the other is the mixed Nash equilibrium. The pure
Nash equilibrium represents the equilibrium in which each player cannot improve the utility when the player choose another strategy with probability one.
On the other hand, the mixed Nash equilibrium represents the equilibrium of
the probability distribution when each player can stochastically choose strategies. It is proved by Nash that any ﬁnite, k-person, non-cooperative game has
at least one (mixed) Nash equilibrium. However, the existence of the pure Nash
equilibrium depends on the deﬁnition of games. If the pure Nash equilibrium
exists, it is suﬃcient to evaluate only for each combination of task allocations.
To examine the existence of the pure Nash equilibrium, I ﬁrst introduce the
potential game.
Deﬁnition 1. Let gi (s) be the utility function of the player i. Given the strategy
tuple s = {s1 , ..., sn }, we call the function f : S → R satisfying the following
condition the potential of the game.
′

′

′

gi (si , s−i ) − gi (si , s−i ) = f (si , s−i ) − f (si , s−i )(si , si ∈ Si , i ∈ N )
And we call a game which has a potential f a potential game.
The potential game is formulated by Monderer, et al.[16], and its useful
property is proved as follows.
Theorem 1. Any ﬁnite k-person, non-cooperative potential game has at lease
one pure Nash equilibrium.([16])
Therefore, the fact that the non-cooperative game has a potential is suﬃcient
condition for the existence of the pure Nash equilibrium.
First, I consider the case of single type contractors.
Theorem 2. The crowdsourcing game with single type contractors has a potential.
Proof. When the type of contractors is unique, that is, only θ1 , the expected
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utility of contractor Ak is calculated as follows.
gk (tj , s−k ) =

vj (1 − (1 − ϕ1j )n1j (s) )
− c1j
n1j (s)

In this expression, the term of (1 − (1 − ϕ1j )n1j(s) ) represents the probability
that at least one contractor can successfully complete the task. Each contractor
has the same probability of receiving the reward, because we assume that all
the contractors have the same type. Therefore, vj (1 − (1 − ϕ1j )n1j (s) )/n1j (s)
represents the contractor’s expected reward.
It is suﬃcient to prove arbitrary potential f exists, so I deﬁne a function f
as follows.
f (s) =

1j (s)
l n∑
∑
vj (1 − (1 − ϕ1j )k )

{

j

k

k

− c1j }

If a contractor Ak change his/her task from tj to t′j ,
f (tj , a−k ) − f (t′j , a−k )
′

vj (1 − (1 − ϕ1j )n1j (tj ,a−k ) )
vj (1 − (1 − ϕ1j )n1j (tj ,a−k ) )
= {
− c1j } − {
− c1j }
n1j (tj , a−k )
n1j (t′j , a−k )
= gk (tj , a−k ) − gk (t′j , a−k )
the condition holds.
Even if a contracter Ak quits the task tj ，
f (tj , a−k ) − f (∅, a−k )
vj (1 − (1 − ϕ1j )n1j (tj ,a−k ) )
= {
− c1j }
n1j (tj , a−k )
= gk (tj , a−k )
= gk (tj , a−k ) − gk (∅, a−k )
the condition holds as well. Thus, the function f is a potential of the crowdsourcing game with single type contractors.
Corollary 1. A crowdsourcing game with single type contractors has at least
one pure Nash equilibrium.
Next, I consider the multiple types contractor case. If multiple types of
contractors exist, the potential function deﬁned in the above proof cannot be
15

applicable.
First, I describe some extended class of congestion game in previous researches. In the simple congestion game, it is assumed that the cost function of
each facility j depends only on the number of players nj who choose the same
facility, and the function is denoted by cj (nj ). In (unweighted) player-speciﬁc
congestion game, the cost function is player-speciﬁc, and is denoted by cij (nj )
of player i. Furthermore, in weighted player-speciﬁc congestion games, each
player has weight βi and the number of players who choose the same facility j
is calculates as nj =

∑

i:ai =j

βi .

Milchtaich characterizes the existence of pure Nash equilibrium about each
class of congestion games.
Theorem 3. A unweighted player-speciﬁc congestion game has at least one pure
Nash equilibrium.([17])
Theorem 4. Any k-player, two-strategy, weighted player-speciﬁc congestion
game has at least one pure Nash equilibrium. In addition, Any l-strategy, twoplayer, weighted player-speciﬁc congestion game has at least one pure Nash
equilibrium.([17])
Theorem 5. Any k-player, l-strategy, weighted player-speciﬁc congestion game
has the possibility of not having pure Nash equilibrium.([17])
Milchtaich shows the actual three-player, three-strategy case that has no
pure Nash equilibrium. And now, I describe the diﬀerence between the crowdsourcing model in this paper and existing congestion game models. In the
crowdsourcing model, if the tuple of strategies is s = (tj , s−k ), the expected
utility of type θi ’s contractor Ak is represented as follows.
gk (tj , s−k ) = vj σij ({ϕij }i , {nij }i ) − cij
When the type θi′ ’s contractor who chooses the same task tj at s has the probability of success ϕij ̸= ϕi′ j , the winning probability σij (·) is also diﬀerent,
therefore the expected utility is player-speciﬁc. Moreover, if other types of
contractors denoted by θx , θy exist, and ϕxj > ϕyj , the winning probability of
contractor Ak become higher if the type θy ’s contractor newly carry out the
task tj than the type θx ’s contractor newly carry out it. Thus, the impact of
16

each contractor’s participation on the expected utility is weighted. Furthermore, if the probabilities of success for another task tj ′ are ϕxj ′ and ϕyj ′ such
that ϕxj ′ < ϕyj ′ , the weight at the same player diﬀers from the choosing tasks.
The above discussion shows that crowdsourcing games with multiple types of
contractors belong to the more complicated class of congestion games.
Corollary 2. A (general) crowdsourcing game has the possibility of not having
pure Nash equilibrium.
It is generally said that crowdsourcing games with multiple types of contractors do not always have the pure Nash equilibrium. However, I can generate the
algorithm to ﬁnd the pure Nash equilibrium in the concrete case of two types
and two tasks.
Theorem 6. A two-task, two-type crowdsourcing game always has at least one
pure Nash equilibrium.
Proof. I present the concrete algorithm to ﬁnd the pure Nash equilibrium. The
ﬂow of algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1.
Assume that n1 number of type θ1 ’s contractors and n2 number of type θ2 ’s
contractors exist. Let nij be the number of type θi ’s contractors for task tj . and
an allocation to the tasks is also denoted by the taple (n11 , n12 , n21 , n22 ). There
are constraints such that n11 + n12 = n1 , n21 + n22 = n2 . And let gjθi (n1j , n2j )
be the expected utility of type θi ’s contractors to the task tj .
The algorithm works as follows.

First, we set the initial allocation as

(n1 , 0, 0, n2 ). Next, We ﬁnd the pair (n11 , n12 ) which satisﬁes following two
inequalities.
g1θ1 (n11 , 0) > g2θ1 (n12 + 1, n2 )
g1θ1 (n11 + 1, 0) < g2θ1 (n12 , n2 )
Following that, We also ﬁnd the pair (n21 , n22 ) which satisﬁes following two
inequalities.
g1θ2 (n11 , n21 ) > g2θ2 (n12 , n22 + 1)
g1θ2 (n11 , n21 + 1) < g2θ2 (n12 , n22 )
If the pair (n21 , n22 ) does not change, the allocation in this point is obviously the pure Nash equilibrium. If it changes, we ﬁnd the appropriate pair
17

(n11 , n12 ) again in the same manner. By repeating this procedure, we can ﬁnd
the convergence point of the number of contractors. The convergence point in
this process is always the pure Nash equilibrium, if exists, because contractors
always seek to the best response strategy.
Algorithm 1 The process of ﬁnding pure Nash equilibrium
Finding the pure Nash equilibrium
(n11 , n12 , n21 , n22 ) ← (n1 , 0, 0, n2 );
(nT11M P , nT12M P , nT21M P , nT22M P ) ← (n1 , 0, 0, n2 );
end ← f alse;
while ¬end do
ﬁnd (nT11M P , nT12M P ) which satisﬁes:
g1θ1 (nT11M P , 0) > g2θ1 (nT12M P + 1, n2 ) and
g1θ1 (nT11M P + 1, 0) < g2θ1 (nT12M P , n2 ) and
nT11M P + nT12M P = n1 ;
ﬁnd (nT21M P , nT22M P ) which satisﬁes:
g1θ2 (nT11M P , nT21M P ) > g2θ2 (nT12M P , nT22M P + 1) and
g1θ2 (nT11M P , nT21M P + 1) < g2θ2 (nT12M P , nT22M P ) and
nT21M P + nT22M P = n2 ;
if (n11 , n12 , n21 , n22 ) = (nT11M P , nT12M P , nT21M P , nT22M P ) then
end ← true;
else
(n11 , n12 , n21 , n22 ) ← (nT11M P , nT12M P , nT21M P , nT22M P );
end if
end while

It is possible to prove the convergence of this process. Type θ1 ’s contractors
can improve their expected utility only if the number of participants for task
t2 increases. At the previous step, the number of type θ2 ’s contractors for
task t1 increases, so the expected utility of type θ1 ’s contractors about task t1
decreases, and that of task t2 relatively increases. Therefore, the number of
type θ1 ’s contractors who choose the task t2 always increases in the process.
18

On the other hand, the number of type θ2 ’s contractors who choose the task t1
always increases from the same discussion. Since the permanent increment is
impossible, the process converges.
This algorithm is useful for simulating the actual surplus ratio achieved at
pure Nash equilibrium. I utilize it for the eﬃciency analysis in later section.
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Chapter 5

Single Type Contractor Case

This chapter will examine the case that all the contractors have the same type,
that is, a single type of contractors’ case.
First, I illustrate an example of the evaluation of the surplus ratio. Here,
I assume that n contractors of single type θ1 exist and two tasks of t1 and t2
exist. The numbers of contractors who carry out task t1 and t2 are n1 and n2 ,
respectively (n1 + n2 = n). When only type θ1 ’s contractors exist, the expected
utility of the contractor who chooses task tj as follows.
vj (1 − (1 − ϕj )nj (s) )
u (s) =
− c1j
nj (s)
θ1

In this expression, the term of (1 − (1 − ϕ1j )nj (s) ) represents the probability that
at least one contractor can successfully complete the task. Each contractor
has the same probability of receiving the reward, because we assume that all
the contractors have the same type. Therefore, vj (1 − (1 − ϕ1j )nj (s) )/nj (s)
represents the contractor’s expected reward. The term of c1j represents the
diﬀerence between the private value and the cost incurred by each contractor.
Table 1: The expected utilities of a contractor.
n1

t1

t2

n1

t1

0

-

0.66196

10 1.61384 0.82927

1 3.00000 0.67772

11 1.48819 0.84724

2 2.82000 0.69362

12 1.36733 0.86546

3 2.64720 0.70987

13 1.25103 0.88392

4 2.48127 0.72626

14 1.13912 0.90262

5 2.32192 0.74287

15 1.03138 0.92158

6 2.16883 0.75970

16 0.92766 0.94079

7 2.02174 0.77675

17 0.82776 0.96026

8 1.88038 0.79402

18 0.73153 0.98000

9 1.74450 0.81153

19 0.63882 1.00000
20 0.54946

20

t2

-

Table 2: The social surplus in Nash equilibrium.
n1

n2

n

ss(social surplus)

equilibrium solution

16

4 20

18.61

optimal solution

9

11 20

24.63

Suppose that both of tasks’ rewards v1 and v2 are equal to 100, and ϕ11 =
0.06, ϕ12 = 0.02, for the probabilities of success, and W11 = −3, W12 = −1 for
the costs.
Table 1 shows the expected utility of each n11 for the number of contractors
n = 20, which tells that an equilibrium allocation is that n1 = 16 and n2 = 4.
On the other hand, as shown in Table 2, an socially eﬃcient allocation is n1 = 9
and n2 = 11. In this case, the surplus ratio is R = 18.61/24.63 = 0.756.

5.1

The number of contractors

Here, this section investigates the impact of the number of contractors on the
surplus ratio. I assume that completing a task is independent from completing
the other tasks, and consider each task separately. First, I examine an optimal
contractor allocation. Because contractors have the same type, discussing only
the number of contactors is suﬃcient. It is not necessary to consider which
contractors should be included. If n contractors carry out the task tj , the
surplus is expressed as follows.
stj (n) = vj {1 − (1 − ϕ1j )nj } − nc1j
The term of vj is the contractee’s valuation of completing the task and the
term of (1 − (1 − ϕ1j )nj ) represents the probability that at least one contractor
succeeds to complete the task. If a contractor is added from n, the increment
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of the surplus is expressed as follows.
∆tj (n) = stj (n + 1) − stj (n)
= vj {1 − (1 − ϕ1j )n+1 } + (n + 1)w1j − vj {1 − (1 − ϕ1j )n } + nw1j
= vj {(1 − ϕ1j )n − (1 − ϕ1j )n+1 } + w1j
= vj (1 − ϕ1j )n {1 − (1 − ϕ1j )} + w1j
= vj ϕ1j (1 − ϕ1j )n + w1j
If n is suﬃciently large, ∆tj (n) becomes lower than zero. So there is a
T
T
optimal number of contractors nOP
in terms of task tj . nOP
can be obtained
j
j

by diﬀerentiating the above equation with respect to nj and letting it zero,
which is represented as follows.
OP T

−vj (1 − ϕj )nj

ln(1 − ϕj ) − c1j = 0

Thus, the following expression is obtained.
T
nOP
= ln(
j

−cj
)/ ln(1 − ϕj )
vj ln(1 − ϕj )

On the other hand, if a contractor is added from n, the expected utility of
individual contractors is expressed as follows.
U tj (n) =

vj {1 − (1 − ϕ1j )n+1 }
− c1j
n+1

Lemma 1. U tj (n),∆tj (n) is the monotonically decreasing function in terms of
n．
Since U tj (n) is the monotonically decreasing function, in the case of suﬃcient number of contractors, the number of participants at equilibrium, which
ASH
ASH
ASH
+ 1) < 0.
) > 0 and U tj (nN
, should satisfy U tj (nN
is denoted by nN
j
j
j
T
ASH
. For preparation, I
and nOP
Next, I discuss the relation between nN
j
j

prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For any n ≥ 0，U tj (n) ≥ ∆tj (n)．
Proof. If n = 0, the condition holds because of the following equations
U tj (0) = vj ϕ1j − c1j = ∆tj (0)
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I assume that the condition holds if n = k(k > 0).
vj {1 − (1 − ϕ1j )k+1 }
≥ vj ϕ1j (1 − ϕ1j )k
k+1
vj {1 − (1 − ϕ1j )k+1 }
⇐⇒
≥ vj ϕ1j (1 − ϕ1j )k+1
k+1
(1)
If n = k + 1 on the above assumption, the following inequalities holds.
vj {1 − (1 − ϕ1j )k+2 }
− vj ϕ1j (1 − ϕ1j )k+1
k+2
vj {1 − (1 − ϕ1j )k+2 } vj (1 − ϕ1j ){1 − (1 − ϕ1j )k+2 }
≥
−
k+2
k+2
vj
{(k + 2)ϕ1j + (1 − ϕ1j )k+2 − 1}
=
(k + 1)(k + 2)
≥ 0

U tj (k + 1) − ∆tj (k + 1) =

Therefore, the condition also holds.
The above result suggests the following corollary.
Corollary 3. If suﬃcient number of contractors exists, the following condition
is always satisﬁed.
ASH
T
nN
≥ nOP
j
j

That is, in the crowdsourcing game with suﬃcient number of contractors, the
number of participants is equal or more than the optimum.
As long as the expected utility is larger than zero or equal to zero, an additional contractor participates in doing task tj . Thus, the maximum number of
contractors n′j choosing task tj is the largest number that satisﬁes the following
inequality.
N ASH

vj (1 − (1 − ϕ1j )nj

ASH
− cj ≥ 0
)/nN
j
′

In the above expression if n′1j is a large number, (1 − ϕ1j )n1j approaches to
′

zero, for example, if the probability of success ϕ1j = 0.5 and n1j is 10, (1−ϕ1j )n1j
becomes 0.000977. In this case, n′1j can be approximated to be vj /c1j . This
is the case that the cost incurred by each contractor is small compared to the
amount of reward. In addition, social surplus is close to zero. So far, I have not
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discussed which task a contractor chooses if more than one tasks exist. If vj /c1j
becomes large enough for all the tasks, contractor’s expected utility approaches
to zero, which means that a contractor is indiﬀerent to a task selection.
From the above discussion, if vj /c1j is suﬃciently large and a suﬃciently
large number of contractors exist, the surplus ratio approaches to zero, that is,
social surplus in an equilibrium allocation approaches to zero.

Figure 4: The relationship between the number of contractors and the social
eﬃciency.
Figure 4 shows how the surplus ratio changes if the number of contractors
increases. The horizontal axis represents the number of contractors n, while the
vertical axis represents the surplus ratio. Here, I set v1 = v2 = 100, c11 = c12 = 1
and ϕ11 = 0.05, ϕ12 = 0.1. This ﬁgure conﬁrms that the above discussion is
correct, though the surplus ratio does not monotonically decrease in terms of
the number of contractors.
When small number of contractors exist (1 ≤ n ≤ 15), the winning prob-
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ability at task t2 is larger than that at task t2 , so all contractors choose the
task t2 , though the probability of successfully completing the task t2 becomes
suﬃciently large when n = 7, the amount of expected utilities if a contractor is
allocated task t1 is larger than if a contractor is allocated task t2 in 8 ≤ n ≤ 15,
and the surplus ratio decreases. And in the following interval 15 ≤ n ≤ 50, the
surplus ratio slightly changes with vibrations. The diﬀerence between the two
tasks become small if a new contractor added to the market, and the diﬀerence between the increment of surplus in the equilibrium and that in optimal
allocation could vary in this interval. The reason why the vibrations occur is
that the surplus ratio decreases if the increment of surplus in the equilibrium
is relatively small and vice versa. In addition, if n is suﬃciently large, the
surplus ratio monotonically decreases because the optimal allocation does not
change even if the number of contractors increases, and contractors continue to
participate the task unless the expected utility is less than zero.

5.2

The probability of success

If the success probability of completing task t1 (t2 ) increases, the number of
choosing t1 does not decrease in the optimal allocation, while it does not increase
in an equilibrium.
′

Suppose that ϕ11 changes to ϕ11 (> ϕ11 ). At the optimal allocation, the
following expressions should be maximized.
max{v1 (1 − (1 − ϕ11 )n11 ) − n11 c11
+v2 (1 − (1 − ϕ12 )n12 ) − n12 c12 }

(2)

′

max{v1 (1 − (1 − ϕ′11 )n11 ) − n′11 c11
′

+v2 (1 − (1 − ϕ12 )n12 ) − n′12 c12 }

(3)

′

Here, assume that n1 is larger than n1 . The increase of 1 − (1 − ϕ11 )n11 is
′

larger than that of 1 − (1 − ϕ′11 )n11 , while the decrease of n11 c11 is equal to that
′

of n11 c11 when the number of contractors carrying out task t1 increases from n11
′

to n11 . The changes of terms related to task t2 are also the same as each other
because the values of the parameters are the same at expressions 2 and 3. Thus,
′

if social surplus increases by increasing from n11 to n11 for expression 3, social
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Figure 5: The relationship between the success probability of t1 and the social
eﬃciency.
surplus also increases by doing the same for expression 2. This contradicts with
′

the assumption that expression 2 is maximized at (n11 , n12 ). Therefore, n11 is
not larger than n11 .
On the other hand, the following equation is satisﬁed at an equilibrium.
v1 (1 − (1 − ϕ11 )n1 )/n1 − c11 = v2 (1 − (1 − ϕ12 )n2 )/n2 − c12
′

If the success probability of completing task t1 increases from ϕ11 to ϕ11 , the
left-hand side increases. If a contractor change his mind to choose t2 instead of
t1 , the diﬀerence between the expected utility by choosing t1 and the expected
utility by choosing t2 increases, which means it cannot reach a Nash equilibrium.
Thus, n11 ′ is not smaller than n11 .
Figure 5 shows how the surplus ratio changes if the probability of success
ϕ11 increases. The horizontal axis represents the probability of success ϕ11 ,
while the vertical axis represents the surplus ratio. Here, I set v1 = v2 = 100,
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Figure 6: The relationship between the reward of t1 and the social eﬃciency.
and c11 = c12 = 3. The three lines in the ﬁgure corresponds to the cases of
ϕ12 = 0.06, 0.12, 0.24. This ﬁgure conﬁrms that the above discussion is correct.

5.3

An amount of reward

The increase of ϕ11 aﬀects the behaviors at the optimal allocation and a Nash
equilibrium diﬀerently, that is, at the optimal allocation n11 decreases, while
at a Nash equilibrium n11 increases. Thus, as ϕ11 increases, the surplus ratio
monotonically decreases.
On the other hand, as reward v1 increases, the surplus ratio does not change
monotonically.
opt
Given reward v1 , the optimal allocation (nopt
11 , n12 ) and an allocation in a
ash
ash
) can be obtained. If v1 increases by ∆v and
, nN
Nash equilibrium (nN
12
11

the number of the allocation does not change, the expected social utility about
ASH
T
, the surplus ratio is
< nN
task t1 increases by ∆v(1 − (1 − ϕ1 )n1 ). If nOP
1
1

improved because the increment of social surplus at Nash equilibrium is larger
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(a) the optimal allocation

(b) the allocation in equilibrium
Figure 7: The reward of t1 and the number of participants for each of tasks.
than that at the optimal allocation. As the reward v1 increases suﬃciently,
N ash
N ash
, the following
reaches n. If nopt
nopt
11 is smaller than n11
11 reaches n and n11
opt
opt
ash
N ash
ash
N ash
), (nopt
, nN
), (nopt
, nN
sequence of (nopt
11 + 1,
11 + 1, n12 − 1, n11
11 , n12 , n11
12
12
opt
N ash
ash
N ash
,
− 1) is found. At a change from (nopt
+ 1, nN
nopt
11 , n12 , n11
12 − 1, n11
12
opt
ash
N ash
ash
), the gap between the contractors’
, nN
) to (nopt
nN
11 + 1, n12 − 1, n11
12
12

allocation in an optimal state and in a Nash equilibrium becomes large. This
means the surplus ratio becomes worse. On the other hand, at a change from
opt
opt
ash
N ash
ash
N ash
− 1),
+ 1, nN
) to (nopt
, nN
(nopt
11 + 1, n12 − 1, n11
11 + 1, n12 − 1, n11
12
12
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Figure 8: The relationship between the cost of t1 and the social eﬃciency.
the gap between the contractors’ allocation in an optimal state and in a Nash
equilibrium becomes small. This means the surplus ratio is improved. Thus,
the change of the surplus ratio is not monotonic.
Figure 6 shows how the surplus ratio changes if the reward increases in an
example. The horizontal axis represents the reward t1 , while the vertical axis
represents the surplus ratio. Another reward v2 is ﬁxed to 100. The other
parameters are also ﬁxed except t1 , that is, c11 = c12 = 3. The data are plotted
for the three cases of ϕ11 = 0.06, 0.12, 0.24. The diﬀerence between the rewards
of t1 and t2 is not large, the surplus ratio decreases ﬁrst, then the surplus ratio
becomes one.
Figure 7 shows the contractors’ allocation in the case of ϕ11 = 0.06. The
horizontal axis represents the reward for task t1 . The vertical axis represents
the ratio of contractors carrying out task t1 . Figure 7 (a) shows the optimal
task allocation, while Figure 7 (b) shows the allocation in a Nash equilibrium.
When the diﬀerence between the amounts of rewards is not large, the number
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of contractors choosing task t1 rapidly increases in the case of a Nash equilibrium
as the reward of task t1 increases. All contractors choose task t1 at v1 = 170. On
the other hand, the number of contractors choosing task t1 gradually increases
in the case of an optimal allocation as the reward of task t1 increases. The value
of reward v1 where all contractors choose task t1 is 330. Thus, it is conﬁrmed
that the diﬀerence of these proﬁles in task allocations causes social ineﬃciency.

5.4

Cost for completing a task

This case can be discussed in the same manner as the case of changing the
rewards. Figure 8 shows how social eﬃciency changes as the cost of t1 changes.
The horizontal axis represents the cost of t1 , while the vertical axis represents
the surplus ratio. Here, I set v1 = v2 = 1000, and c12 = 1. The three lines in the
ﬁgure corresponds to the cases of ϕ11 (= ϕ12 ) = 0.3, 0.5, 0.9. This ﬁgure conﬁrms
that the surplus ratio decreases if the cost of completing a task increases. There
are two break points in each line. These correspond to the points that the
number of contractors choosing t1 changes.
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Chapter 6

Multiple Types Contractor Case

In the previous chapter, I assume the case where all the contractors have the
same type. From a practical standpoint, however, some contractors might be
specialists, and their success probability or cost might be diﬀerent from general
contractors.
This chapter will consider the case that multiple types of contractors’ case.
Type sets of contractors are denoted by {θi }, the success probabilities of task tj
are denoted by {ϕij }, and the costs of task tj are denoted by {cij }. When the
number of type θi contractors who carry out task tj is equal to nij , the expected
surplus Vj of task tj is expressed as follows.
Vj = vj (1 −

l
∏

(1 − ϕij )nij ) −

i=1

l
∑

nij cij

i=1

As the above expression shows, expected utilities of contractors depend on the
success probability of contractors of other types, and the number of participants
of the task. Thus, the expected utility gjθi of the contractors who have type θ1
is expressed as follows.
gjθi = vj σij ({ϕij }i , {nij }i ) − cij
Here, let nij be the number of contractors of the type θi who carry out the
task tj . The ﬁrst term of the gij ’s expression represents the expected reward
for attaining task tj . σi (·) represents the winning probability of the contractors
of type θi .
This chapter examines the case of two types and two tasks for the sake of
simplicity. As mentioned former chapter, the pure Nash equilibrium always
exists in this class of crowdsourcing games, and we can ﬁnd it by the algorithm
mentioned in that chapter. Types of contractors are denoted by θ1 , θ2 , the
expected utility is denoted by gjθi (n1j , n2j ). And the term of σij (·) is calculated
as follows.
σij (ϕ1j , ϕ2j , n1j , n2j )
n1j −1 n2j

=

∑ ∑ {ϕ1j ·

[

(

n1j
k

)

ϕk1j (1 − ϕ1j )(n1j −1−k) ·

(

(k + l + 1)

k=0 l=0
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n2j
l

)

ϕl2j (1 − ϕ2j )n2j −l }

]

If the number of contractors who have type θ1 and successfully complete
the task, is k + 1 and the number of contractors who have type θ2 is l, the
probability of attaining the task calculates as follows.
(

)

(

)

n1j k
n2j l
ϕ1j ·
ϕ1j (1 − ϕ1j )(n1j −1−k) ·
ϕ2j (1 − ϕ2j )n2j −l
k
l

(4)

The winning probability of contractors of type θ1 is calculated by multiplying
the probability of attaining the task by 1/(k + l + 1) because I assume that the
best contractor is elected at random if many contractors succeed the task. In
σ(), the sum from (k, l) equals (0, 0) to (n1j − 1, n2j ) of the winning probability
is calculated. The similar calculation is possible for type θ2 ’s contractors.
Next, I will illustrate the conditions of Nash equilibrium. Given the number
of contractors of type θi is ni , the conditions of Nash equilibrium where the
allocation (n11 , n12 , n21 , n22 ) which satisﬁes n11 +n12 =n1 and n21 +n22 =n2 are
deﬁned as follows.
v1 σ11 (ϕ11 , ϕ21 , n11 , n21 ) − c11 ≥
v2 σ12 (ϕ12 , ϕ22 , n12 + 1, n22 ) − c12
and
v2 σ12 (ϕ12 , ϕ22 , n12 , n22 ) − c12 ≥
v1 σ11 (ϕ11 , ϕ21 , n11 + 1, n21 ) − c11
and
v1 σ21 (ϕ21 , ϕ11 , n21 , n11 ) − c21 ≥
v2 σ22 (ϕ22 , ϕ12 , n22 + 1, n12 ) − c22
and
v2 σ22 (ϕ22 , ϕ12 , n22 , n12 ) − c22 ≥
v1 σ21 (ϕ21 , ϕ11 , n21 + 1, n11 ) − c21
It is computationally hard to calculate the expected utility, when n1 or n2
become large. Here, I experimentally calculate the Nash equilibrium in some
cases, and compare the social surplus in Nash equilibrium with the optimal one.
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6.1

Suﬃcient large number of contractors

In this section, I analyze the case when the number of contractors is suﬃciently
large. The rational contactors must consider the strategies of other contractors
who participates after his/her decision making, so he/she must consider not
only his/her own expected utility but also the expected utilities of other types’
contractors.
The ﬁnding process of the pure Nash equilibrium about type θ1 is as follows. First, we seek the number of participant of type θ2 ’s contractors at
N ASH(n1j =0)

equilibrium in the case of n1j = 0 which is denoted by (0, n2j
N ASH(n1j =0)

gjθ1 (1, n2j

N ASH(n1j =0)

) < 0, the allocation (0, n2j

). If

) is the pure Nash equi-

librium, that is, it is rational for the type θ1 ’s contractors not to participate
the task t1 .
N ASH(n1j =1)

n2j

N ASH(n1j =0)

By contraries, if gjθ1 (1, n2j

N ASH(n1j =1)

, and evaluate gjθ1 (2, n2j

) ≥ 0, then we calculate

) in a similar way. we can obtain
N ASH(n1j =k)

all possible pure Nash equilibria by repeating the process if n2j

> 0.

The similar process works about type θ2 .
I give an example. Now, I consider the case that v1 = 100, ϕ11 = 0.2, ϕ21 =
0.1, c11 = 12, c12 = 6. Type θ1 ’s contractors have high probability of success but
high incurred cost, while type θ2 ’s contractors have low probability of success
but low incurred cost. In this case, there is not suﬃcient diﬀerence among these
two types about the eﬃciency. Actually, this case has following 7 pure Nash
equilibrium, (6, 0), (5, 1), (4, 3), (3, 5), (2, 7), (1, 9), (0, 11).
On the other hand, If I give the other example such that v1 = 100, ϕ11 =
ϕ21 = 0.01, c11 = 6, c12 = 9, the result diﬀers. It is obviously eﬃcient to allocate
the type θ1 ’s contractors to the task. The allocation (11, 0) is the unique pure
Nash equilibrium in this case, indicating that the crowdsourcing mechanism
successfully select the eﬃcient type of contractors.

6.2

Specialists of tasks

I will analyze the case where specialists of tasks exist. I assume that specialists
have the high success probability of speciﬁc tasks, and examine the case where
contractors of type θi are specialists of task ti .
Figure 9 shows the case where the settings are v1 = v2 = 100, c11 = c22 = 3,
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Figure 9: The success probability of specialists and the social eﬃciency.
c12 = c21 = 1. The data are plotted for the three cases of ϕ12 (= ϕ21 ) =
0.02, 0.05, 0.2.
As mentioned in the previous section, when the success probability of tasks
become high, the expected utility of contractors increases. Thus, in this situation, the number of allocation to specialists increases. On the other hand, the
expected surplus of the task with high success probability becomes enough large,
even if the number of allocation is small. Therefore, in the optimal allocation,
the number of allocation to specialists is relatively small. As a result, ineﬃcient
allocations arise when the success probability of specialists is enough high. I
also found that these problems can arise regardless of the cost of contractors’
type.
Meanwhile，I discovered that the surplus ratio decreases rapidly in speciﬁc
range in the situation that the cost of specialists is larger than the cost of
non-specialists, like c11 = c22 = 3, c12 = c21 = 1.
To understand this problem, I analyze this case in detail. Table 3 shows the
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Table 3: Ineﬃciency of equilibrium.
(ϕ11 , ϕ12 ) = (0.075, 0.05)
n11

n12

n21

n22

ER

EA

0

10

10

0

1.0

OA

0

10

10

0

-

(ϕ11 , ϕ12 ) = (0.08, 0.05)
n11

n12

n21

EA

10

0

0

OA

0

10

10

n22

ER

10 0.88
0

-

(ϕ11 , ϕ12 ) = (0.11, 0.05)
n11

n12

n21

n22

R

EA

10

0

0

10 1.00

OA

10

0

0

10

-

allocation of the case, and two cases when ϕ11 is changed slightly. EA means
the allocation in equilibria and OA means the optimal allocation. In the case
where ϕ11 = 0.08, a reversal phenomenon arises. Indeed, although special tasks
are assigned to the specialists in Nash equilibrium, in the optimal allocation,
they are assigned to the non-specialists.
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Chapter 7

The Price of Anarchy

This chapter will examine the social eﬃciency in the worst case equilibrium.
If more than one equilibrium can exist, which equilibrium is realized in the
real-world market is unknown. Thus, it is reliable for the market operator to
guarantee the eﬃciency in the worst case equilibrium.
The price of anarchy, ﬁrst introduced by Koutsoupias, et al.[11], is utilized
to evaluate what extent of eﬃciency is realized at the worst case equilibrium.
This paper evaluates the surplus ratio of crowdsourcing as the price of anarchy.
Deﬁnition 2. If the surplus ratio at the worst case equilibrium is denoted by
R− , the price of anarchy of crowdsourcing game is deﬁned as P oA =

1
.
R−

Theorem 7. The price of anarchy of crowdsourcing game approaches inﬁnity.
Proof. From the past discussion, it is obvious for general crowdsourcing games
that the price of anarchy approaches inﬁnity if the number of contractors is
suﬃciently large.
This result suggests that it is important for the market operator to restrict
the number of contractors adequately for the persistent operation of crowdsourcing. However, if the properties of tasks in the market vary, adequate number of
contractors for each task might vary as well. It is desirable to ﬁnd the eﬃcient
method for restricting the number of contractors according to the property of
tasks.
First, I assume concrete cases of two tasks and no incurred cost with single
type contractors. I can ﬁnd the strict price of anarchy from the discussion of
previous chapter.
Theorem 8. In crowdsourcing games with single type of contractors, two tasks,
and no incurred cost, the price of anarchy is

2n−1
,
n

and this bound is tight.

Proof. In the two tasks case, the surplus ratio decreases as the asymmetry of
allocation becomes large. First, I suppose the situation in which all n contractors carry out the task t2 at equilibrium, but all of them are allocated to the
task t1 in optimum. However, the situation is impossible. When I consider the
situation from the viewpoint of equilibrium, the surplus if one contractor carry
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out the task t2 is always larger than that if one contractor carry out the task t1 .
On the other hand, if I consider the situation from the viewpoint of optimum,
the social surplus becomes larger if the number of participants for the task t1
increases from n − 1 to n than if the number of participants for the task t1
increases from zero to one. This situation contradicts the Lemma 2.
Therefore, the worst situation is that all n contractors carry out the task t2
at equilibrium, but n − 1 contractors are allocated to the task t1 , and only one
contractor is allocated in optimum.
The surplus ratio R of the situation is expressed as follows.
R=

v2 (1 − (1 − ϕ2 )n )
v1 (1 − (1 − ϕ1 )n−1 ) + v2 ϕ2

Suppose that n ≥ 2. And I utilize the expression v2 (1 − (1 − ϕ2 )n ) = v2 (ϕ2 +
ϵ), ϵ > 0.
From the equilibrium condition,
v1 ϕ1 <

v2 (ϕ2 + ϵ)
v2 ϕ2
<
n
n

So, v1 (1 − (1 − ϕ1 )n−1 ) is deformed as follows.
(1 − (1 − ϕ1 )n−1 )
nϕ1
(1 − (1 − ϕ1 )n−1 )
≤ v2 ϕ2 lim
ϕ1 →+0
nϕ1
d
(1 − (1 − ϕ1 )n−1 )
dϕ1
= v2 ϕ2 lim
d
ϕ1 →+0
nϕ1
dϕ1
n−1
= v2 ϕ2
n

v1 (1 − (1 − ϕ1 )n−1 ) < v2 ϕ2

Consequently,
R <
<
=

v2 (ϕ2
n−1
v2 ϕ2
n

+ ϵ)
+ v2 ϕ2

v2 ϕ2
(n−1)v2 ϕ2 +nv2 ϕ2
n

n
2n − 1

The result shows the upper bound of the price of anarchy is
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2n−1
.
n

In addition, the surplus ratio approaches

n
2n−1

if ϕ1 → 0 and ϕ2 → 1.

Table 4 shows the change of the eﬃciency ratio in terms of ϕ1 and ϕ2 . The
number of contractors is ﬁxed at n = 20, and the reward of task t1 is also ﬁxed
at v1 = 10. The value v2 in the table indicates reward of task t2 at the worst
case equilibrium. From the above result, the theoretical lower bound of the
surplus ratio is calculated as 20/(40 − 1) = 0.512821. Table 4 indicates that the
surplus ratio converges the theoretical lower bound when ϕ1 → 0 and ϕ2 → 1.
Table 4: The change of the eﬃciency ratio
ϕ1

ϕ2

v1

v2

R

0.01

0.99

10

50 0.537878

0.001

0.999

10

499 0.515832

0.0001

0.9999

10

4999 0.513122

0.00001

0.99999

10

49999 0.512851

0.000001 0.999999 10

499999 0.512824
lower bound 0.512821

These results show that this bound is tight.

7.1

The class of valid game

Valid games, introduced by Vetta[18], is a set of non-cooperative games for
which Vetta proved that the upper bound of the price of anarchy is two. In
this section, I prove that the restricted version of crowdsourcing is included in
the class of valid games. This result guarantees that the upper bound of the
price of anarchy is two. First, I deﬁne some mathematical concepts in order to
discuss the result.
Deﬁnition 3. A set function f : 2H → R is submodular function if f (∅) = 0
and for any set A, B j H, the following inequality is satisﬁed.
f (A) + f (B) ≥ f (A ∩ B) + f (A ∪ B)
And, A set function f is non-decreasing function if f (X) ≤ f (Y ) for any
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set X j Y j H.
Given the strategy proﬁle S = (S1 , ..., Sn )，the set HS = {(k, i) : 1 ≥
k ≥ n, i ∈ Sk } is called the pair set of S. In addition, given the function
f:

∏

k

Sk → R, the corresponding set function is f S : 2HS → R.
∏

Deﬁnition 4. G(N, {Si }, {gi (
∏

social utility function γ :

k

k

Sk )} denotes a non-cooperative game which has

Sk → R. G is a valid game if following conditions

are satisﬁed.
• The set function γ S corresponding γ is submodular and non-decreasing
function.
• The payoﬀ of a player is at least equal to the diﬀerence in the social function
when the player participates versus when it does not participate.
• The sum of the utility or payoﬀ functions for any strategies should be less
than or equal to the social function.
If the player i’s utility is denoted by gi (s), the second condition of valid
games is equivalent to the following condition.
∀s, i, gi (s) − gi (∅, s−i ) ≥ γ(s) − γ(∅, s−i )
The expression means the increment of individual utilities is always equal or
more then that of the social utility. And the third condition of valid games is
equivalent to the following condition.
∀s,

∑

gi (s) ≤ γ(s)

i

This means that the social surplus in the game system is distributable. Note,
we do not require that

∑
i

gi (s) = γ(s). In fact, we may view γ(s) −

∑
i

gi (s) as

the utility of some non-agent, say the market operator.
The following property is known and useful to discuss the price of anarchy.
Theorem 9. Let G be a valid game, then for any mixed strategy Nash equilibrium, the social function at this equilibrium is at least half the optimum social
function, i.e., in a Nash equilibrium a, γ(OP T ) ≤ 2γ(a).([18])
Here, I introduce a restricted version of crowdsourcing games.
Deﬁnition 5. The crowdsourcing game is additive if the optimal allocation of
any task tj is realized when all contractors carry out the task.
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Lemma 3. A crowdsourcing game with single type of contractors, two tasks,
and no incurred cost is a additive crowdsourcing game.
In additive crowdsourcing games, the social surplus is improved whichever
tasks contractors choose compared to the case that contractors do not choose
any task. In addition, the individual rationality holds, that is, the expected
utility is always more than zero. This means that a task selection is important
in maximizing its utility.
Theorem 10. An additive crowdsourcing game is a valid game.
Proof.

• The social function in crowdsourcing game is deﬁned as follows.

γ(s) =

l
∑

{vj (1−

j=1

∏

(1−ϕtypeof (Ak )j )ntypeof (Ak )j (s) ))−ntypeof (Ak )j (s)ctypeof (Ak )j }

k:sk =tj

From the deﬁnition of additive crowdsourcing game, the following condition
holds for any strategy taple s.
γ(sk , s−k ) ≥ γ(∅, s−k ), ∀sk
Thus, γ S is obviously non-decreasing function. And I utilize another equivalent deﬁnition of submodularity, that is, f is submodular function if
f (A ∩ {i}) − f (A) ≥ f (B ∩ {i}) − f (B) for any A, B, A ⊂ B and for
any i ∈
/ B. To prove the submodularity of γ A , it is suﬃcient to show that
′

if any strategy tuples s and s′ such that s1 = ∅ and either sk = sk or sk = ∅
′

for any k exist, then γ(tj , s−1 ) − γ(s) ≥ γ(tj , s−1 ) − γ(s′ ), ∀tj . To show that
this condition is satisﬁed, let nij (s) be the number of type θi ’s contractors
who carry out the task tj . It is apparent that nij (s) ≥ nij (s′ ) because of
the settings of s and s′ , and the following inequality holds.
1−

∏

(1 − ϕtypeof (Ak )j ) ≥ 1 −

k:sk =tj

∏
′
k:sk =tj

(1 − ϕtypeof (Ak )j )

The following two equations
γ(tj , s−1 ) − γ(s) = ϕ1j {1 −

∏

(1 − ϕtypeof (Ak )j } − c1j

k:sk =tj
′

γ(tj , s−1 ) − γ(s′ ) = ϕ1j {1 −
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∏
′
k:sk =tj

(1 − ϕtypeof (Ak )j } − c1j

show that the condition is satisﬁed. Consequently, γ S is a submodular
function. Note that γ S is a submodular function even if the crowdsourcing
game is not additive. As indicated above, the ﬁrst condition of valid games
is satisﬁed.
• Next, I prove that the individual expected utility is always more than the
increment of social surplus. This paper deﬁnes the social surplus as the
sum of the expected utilities of contractors, and the following equations
obviously hold.
γ(s) =

∑

gk (s)

Ak

∑

γ(∅, s−i ) =

gk (∅, s−i )

Ak :k̸=i

It is suﬃcent to show that gi (s) ≥

∑

Ak

gk (s) −

∑
Ak :k̸=i

gk (∅, s−i ) because

gi (∅, s−i ) = 0.
gi (s) ≥
∑

gk (s) −

Ak

gk (∅, s−i ) ≥

∑

∑

gk (∅, s−i )

Ak :k̸=i

gk (s) − gi (s)

Ak

Ak :k̸=i

∑

∑

gk (∅, s−i ) ≥

Ak :k̸=i

∑

gk (s)

Ak :k̸=i

It is also suﬃcient to show that the condition gk (∅, s−i ) ≥ gk (s), ∀k, k ̸= i is
satisﬁed. This inequality means that the expected utility of the contractor
who already participate in the task tj always decreases if a new contractor
participates in the task.
Recall that the expected utility is denoted by gk (s) = vj σij (s) − cij . Only
σij (s) changes when a new contractor participates.

Recall again that

σij (s) means the winning probability about the task. The probability always decreases by a new contractor because of the competition, that is,
σij (∅, s−k ) > σij (s), ∀k : sk = j. As indicated above, the second condition
of valid games is satisﬁed.
• As indicated previous discussion, it is obvious that the third condition of
valid games is also satisﬁed.
To sum it up, an additive crowdsourcing game is a valid game.
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Corollary 4. The upper bound of the price of anarchy of additive crowdsourcing
games is two.
By using this additive condition, we can design a eﬃcient restricting mechanism about the number of contractors. The sketch of the algorithm is shown
as follows. It is assumed that contractors with single type exist.
T
1. First, we calculate the individual expected utility gi (nOP
) for each task tj
j
T
if the number of contractors who carry out the task is optimum nOP
.
j

2. We can restrict the number of contractors for each task to nj such that nj
satisﬁes following conditions.
T
gi (nj ) > min gi (nOP
)
j
j

T
gi (nj + 1) < min gi (nOP
)
j
j

In this mechanism, for any pure Nash equilibrium s, γ(tj , s−k ) ≥ γ(∅, s−k ) is always satisﬁed for any task tj and any contractor Ak . Therefore, the crowdsourcing game with above mechanism is considered as one of additive crowdsourcing
games, and has the upper bound of the price of anarchy which is two.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This paper considered the crowdsourcing, which is one of new task allocation
systems through the World Wide Web, and analyzed the social eﬃciency. In
the crowdsourcing market, contractees announce their tasks, and then each
of contractors chooses a task and reports the result if he/she completed the
task. The contractee receiving reports from the contractors selects the best
solution, and then pays reward to the contractor who reported the best solution.
However, the eﬃciency of this mechanism was questionable if contractors were
interested in their own utility. It might be ineﬃcient from the viewpoint of
task allocation mechanisms because many contractors could gather the speciﬁc
task. In addition, there was not enough accumulation of knowledge about the
operation and the management of the crowdsourcing market because of the
novelty. This paper focused on the strategic behavior of individual contractors
in the crowdsourcing market, and formulated it as a multiagent market model.
To analyze the social eﬃciency of crowdsourcing mechanism, this paper tackled
the following two issues.
Modeling of the task allocation in the crowdsourcing market In many
researches of resource allocation, it is assumed that each agent strategically reports its information, and discuss the determination mechanism of
the allocation calculated by the reported information. Meanwhile in crowdsourcing, there is no top-down allocation because contractors autonomously
select the task and carry it out. Therefore, we need to build a new model
focusing on the strategic task selection.
Analysis of the social eﬃciency as a market In crowdsourcing market,
the probability of successfully completing tasks becomes high and the social
surplus is expected to be improved because tasks are carried out in parallel
by contractors. However, the social ineﬃciency is also conceivable because
too many contractors might carry out the speciﬁc task. we need to know
the impact of the asymmetry of tasks and the asymmetry of contractors on
the eﬃciency as task allocation mechanism.
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To solve the above issues, this paper formalized the strategic task selection
of contractors in crowdsourcing as the form of the game theory. I assumed that
contractors in the market chose the task considering the trade-oﬀ between the
expected reward for carrying out the task and the incurred cost, and considered that it was an analogical decision making of the road selection in traﬃc
network. This paper built the crowdsourcing game model based on congestion
game model which was frequently utilized in equilibrium analyses of the traﬃc
network. To understand what extent of eﬃciency realized by the task allocation
at Nash equilibrium compared to the top-down optimal allocation, this paper
deﬁned the surplus ratio as a indicator of the social eﬃciency.
This paper approached the social eﬃciency analyses through two methods:
one was the analysis of average impact of the asymmetry of tasks or contractors,
and the other was that in the worst case of crowdsourcing models.
If the pure Nash equilibrium exists, it is suﬃcient as the eﬃciency analysis
to evaluate for each combination of task allocations. Thus, this paper ﬁrst examined the existence of pure Nash equilibrium. I proved that the pure Nash
equilibrium of the crowdsourcing game with single type of contractors always
exists. However, I also found that crowdsourcing game models belong to the
more complicated class of congestion games, and indicated that the pure Nash
equilibrium did not always exist. From those results, this paper analyzed the
impact of the number of contractors, the number of types of them, the probability of success and the reward about tasks, and so forth, on the surplus ratio
about the class having pure Nash equilibrium. As a result, I found that the
social surplus at Nash equilibrium approached to zero when suﬃcient number
of contractors exist, and that the diﬀerence between the probability of success
of two tasks increased, the surplus ratio monotonically decreased because of
the congestion in the task with higher probability of success. In the discussion
of the reward, I found that the fractional diﬀerence between rewards brought
ineﬃciency if two tasks had the same probability of success and incurred cost.
Besides, I discovered that, when specialists having higher success probabilities
in a particular task are present, a reversal phenomenon might arise. Indeed, in
that case, although special tasks are assigned to the specialists in Nash equilib44

rium, in the optimal allocation, they are assigned to the non-specialists.
On the other hand, this paper also mentioned the price of anarchy of crowdsourcing games, which is determined by the surplus ratio in the worst case.
From the previous discussion, it became apparent that the price of anarchy of
general crowdsourcing game approached to inﬁnity according to the increment
of the number of contractors. This result suggested that it was important for
the market operator to restrict the number of contractors adequately for the
persistent operation of crowdsourcing. To understand the desirable method for
restricting the number of contractors, we studied the price of anarchy in terms
of the number of contractors, and discovered that the idea of valid games was
applicable. This paper deﬁned the additive class of crowdsourcing games, and
proved that the upper bound of the price of anarchy in additive crowdsourcing
games was two because of the submodularity and non-decreasing property of the
social utility function. From these results, this paper suggested a mechanism
restricting the number of contractors for each task.
The above contributions gave us a useful guideline on building a new problem
solving market by crowdsourcing, and gave us a basic knowledge for designing
an eﬃcient task allocation mechanism in the future.
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